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FIR registered
against cops in fake
police encounter case

Milvik Mobile Pakistan
partners with ROZEE.PK
to launch BHealthy

LAHORE: BIMA, the leading provider of
digital health and insurtech services in Pakistan, has partnered with ROZEE.PK to
launch its first direct-to-consumer product
BHealthy. With this partnership, BIMA Pakistan will be able to reach more customers via
the ROZEE.PK platform while contributing
to health inclusion for ROZEE.PK users.
BIMA Pakistan was launched in 2015 and
has been providing its customers with roundthe-clock access to doctors, home delivery of
medicines, discounts on laboratory tests and
coverage for hospitalization through its
BIMA Sehat product. More than 25,000 teleconsultations are given every month.
In its mission to provide affordable and accessible healthcare, BIMA Pakistan is launching four types of plans under BHealthy that
provide comprehensive all-in-one health solutions – Single, Joint, Family and Family
Plus. BHealthy includes telehealth services
along with specialist care, personalized health
programs and health screenings.
The BHealthy Family Plus Plan is the first
of it’s kind in Pakistan to provide unlimited
telehealth services and coverage for an entire
family - the policy holder, spouse, children,
parents, and parents-in-law (till the age of
79). The price of the Family Plus plan ranges
from PKR 1,876 and goes up to 4,248 with
hospitalization cover ranging from PKR
5,000 to PKR 12,000 per night per person (up
to a maximum of 90 nights) for the entire
family. —PR

Chenab Express
train restored
By Our Staff Reporter

LAHORE: Pakistan Railways has restored
134-Up/135-Down Chenab Express train between Sargodha and Lalamusa from April 14
to facilitate the citizens.
The train will leave Sargodha at 8:00 a.m.
and reach Lalamusa at 11:50 a.m while on its
return, the train will leave Lalamusa at 3:15
p.m. and reach Sargodha at 7:00 p.m.
The train will comprise 5 economy class
coaches and a brake van, says a notification issued here on Wednesday.

From Our Staff Correspondent

LAHORE: Rescue 1122 staffers busy in extinguishing fire at a building near the Duty Free Shops. —Online

Imran Khan striving for welfare of
coming generations: Punjab CM
— Says Imran is a great statesman, who taught 220 million
Pakistanis about value of self-reliance and national character

By Our Staff Reporter

LAHORE: Chief Minister Punjab
Sardar Usman Buzdar has stated that the
nation would continue to stand
with their leader Imran Khan as he is
striving for the welfare of the coming
generations.
In a statement issued on Wednesday,
the CM contended that Imran Khan is a
great statesman who taught the 220 million Pakistanis about the value of self-reliance and national character. Imran
Khan entered the political arena with the
flag of candour and truthfulness.
He is the shining star who would continue to shine for the betterment of the
nation as every conscientious human
being is firmly standing with their

leader, the CM concluded.
Says PTI introduced inclusive-development in province
Chief Minister Punjab Sardar Usman
Buzdar has said that a culture of merit
and transparency was introduced by the
PTI in the province.
In a statement issued on Wednesday,
the CM asserted that he served the
masses with honesty adding that the
tenure of the PTI-led government was
filled with composite development. "We
have selflessly served the masses and
treated politics as a noble means of public service," he added.
The provincial government introduced
composite development aligned with the
vision of former PM Imran Khan, he remarked.

The district development package of
360 billion rupees helped to fulfil this
public-friendly vision and the development of far-flung and previously-kept
backward areas was ensured through this
package, the CM concluded.
CM condemns terrorists'
firing in Angur Ada
Chief Minister Punjab Sardar Usman
Buzdar has paid tributes to Maj Shujat
Hussain and Sepoy Imran Khan who embraced martyrdom in exchange of fire
with terrorists in the Angur Ada area of
South Waziristan.
In a statement issued on Wednesday,
the CM paid tributes to those sacrificing
their lives for the motherland and extended sympathies to their heirs.
Both have bravely countered the ter-

92,000 bardana
distributed among
farmers so far

OPPO unleashes its futuristic
OPPO F21 Pro in Pakistan

LAHORE: A young girl shepherd on her way along the herd of lambs at Johar Town. —Online

LAHORE: OPPO, the leading
global smart device brand has
launched its highly anticipated
smartphone under the highly adored
‘F’ series, the OPPO F21 Pro. The
Fantastic OPPO F21 Pro offers a
spectacular design and flagship level
camera system coupled with the
country’s first ever Sony IMX709
ultra-sensing selfie sensor, as well as
the first and only Microlens feature
for immersive photography experience. The phone is equipped with
the durable fiber-glass leather back
in an eye captivating Sunset Orange
color. Its exceptional flat-edged design thoughtfully crafted to transport
the device to a wonderful realm. The
OPPO F21 Pro will go on sale from
Saturday April 16th, 2022 atPKR
52,999.
The Selfie expert and leader,
OPPO launched its hero smartphone, the OPPO F21 Pro in Lahore
on Monday night. The event was
hosted by celebrity host Ayesha
Omar.
The event was a glitzy affair attended by media fraternity including
socialites, celebrities and bloggers.
Mahira Khan and Fawad Khan who
were appointed as the brand ambassadors of OPPO, unveiled the phone
as the early experiencers of OPPO
F21 Pro, and they shared how the
phone conforms to their personality
and lifestyle and how the youth can
experience the joyous journey with
this phone.
Speaking on the occasion, CEO of

BAHAWALNAGAR: FIR registered
against police personnel including SHO Matloob Kamboh involved in fake police encounter.
In departmental inquiry police Officials
were found guilty.
According to details, Mandi Madrasa police
had shot dead a pregnant woman in a fake police encounter while her husband was injured
a few days ago.
Police accused the victim and her husband
of robbery to cover up the fake police encounter and later refused to hand over the body
of the victim to her father-in-law and declared
her heirless & buried her as heirless.
Regional Police Officer Bahawalpur directed SP Crime Branch Arsalan Chaudhry to
inquire the matter and submit a report after the
protest of the family members.
In the light of this inquiry report, the officials involved in this fake police encounter including SHO Mandi Madrasa Matloob
Kamboh were suspended and closed to line
and now FIR No. 134/22 has been registered
against them on 12 April 2022.

OPPO Pakistan Authorized Exclusive Distributor, Mr. George Long,
commented, “OPPO, the Selfie expert and leader, has been constantly
making waves in the smartphone industry with the latest technology,
product features and appealing campaigns. The new OPPO F21 Pro is a
star in the smartphone world which
caters to a diverse customer base.
This is a great phone for selfie enthusiasts and photography aficionados - but that’s not all. The phone is
equipped with many other features
that makes it powerful, encased in a
sleek, retro sunset fiber-glass
leatherette design. This year we partnered with the country’s most loved
duo ‘Mahira Khan’ and ‘Fawad
Khan’ as the ideal fit for a product
that matches their personality like no
other.”
The OPPO F21 Pro promises to
see the unseen, thanks to the first
and only Microlens, which magni-

fies subjects by 15 and 30 times. The
end product transcends macro photography and delves into the microscopic realm. Fabrics, skin, hair,
plants, and the tiniest insects all take
on a new, vast form using Microlens, allowing the OPPO F21 Pro
to explore a new, microscopic universe via photo or even video. In addition, the Orbit Light that surrounds
the Microlens camera as a fill light,
resulting in images that are uniformly lighted and engaging.
OPPO has a penchant for introducing smartphones with sophisticated
camera
technology,
successfully raising the bar when it
comes to selfie improvement. The
IMX709 sensor, co-developed by
OPPO and Sony, delivers to the
front camera for the first time both
greatly improved and entirely new
features. The Sony IMX709 selfie
sensor has been installed in the F21
Pro. —PR

SARGODHA: A wheat
procurement drive has been
launched here and so far
92,000 bardana have been
distributed among the farmers.
This was stated in a meeting chaired by Additional
Deputy Commissioner Revenue Amir Hassan to review the situation of wheat
procurement,
Ramadan
Bazaar and fertilizer here on
Wednesday.
ADCR said that a target
had been set to distribute
800,000 bardana of 100 kg
bags throughout the district
this year. He directed all the
Assistant Commissioners to
visit the wheat procurement
centers on daily basis and
ensure all the facilities for
farmers at the procurement
centers.
Ameer Hassan stressed
on the need to deploy revenue staff to monitor the
weight of wheat at the procurement centers.
The report of the first
Ashra regarding Ramadan
bazaars was also presented
in the meeting and informed
that so far 119,000 bags of
flour have been provided in
all the 10 Sasta Ramadan
bazaars in the district out of
which 140,000 bags have
been sold.
ADCR directed to ensure
abundant availability of
fresh fruits and vegetables
at agricultural fair price
shops.

DC visits Murree
Ramazan Bazaar

RAWALPINDI: Deputy
Commissioner
(DC)
Rawalpindi, Tahir Farooq
has visited Mall Road Murree Ramazan Bazaar to review the arrangements and
enforcement of the government rates.
According to a district
administration spokesman,
the DC also checked the
quality of fruits, vegetables
and essential commodities.
He also checked availability of sugar and wheat
flour at the stalls set up in
Ramazan bazaar and directed the officers concerned to ensure sufficient
supply of sugar and wheat
for the citizens. The stallholders were directed to
prominently display rate
lists at each stall. —APP

rorists and thwarted their nefarious designs by sending them to hell.
The martyrs are the pride of the nation
and their sacrifices would not be forgotten; he said and added that peace has
been maintained due to the sacrifices of
the martyrs.
Visits residence of Sardar Jaffar
Leghari MNA for condolence
Chief Minister Punjab Sardar Usman
Buzdar visited the residence of Sardar
Jaffar Khan Leghari MNA on Wednesday to express condolence on the death
of his brother Sardar Umer Khan
Leghari. The CM offered Fateha and
prayed to Allah Almighty to rest the departed soul in eternal peace and grant
courage to the bereaved family to bear
the loss with equanimity.

DC pays surprise visit to
Ramazan Bazaar, inspects
quality of items, cleanliness

BAHAWALPUR:
Deputy
Commissioner
Irfan Ali Kathia on
Wednesday paid a surprise
visit to inspect the Ramzan
Bazaar here at Mela Wali
Gali.
Secretary Market Committee Mehr Mulazam
Hussain, EADA Agriculture Marketing Manza
Javed, and officers concerned and staff were present on the occasion.
The deputy commissioner met the people visiting Ramzan Bazaar and
inquired from them about
the quality, availability,
and sale of food items at
fixed prices. He checked
the quality of flour available in Ramzan Bazaar. He
informed that subsidy has

been given on flour, sugar,
chicken and other food
items.
The vegetables, fruits
and other food items were
being sold at subsidized
rates at Agriculture Fair
Price Shop. He asked the
officers concerned to provide facilities to the people.
The deputy commissioner
also inspected the cleaning
arrangements in Ramzan
Bazaar.
WASA serves notices
to 21 recovery staffers
The Water and Sanitation Agency (WASA) administration has served
show cause notices to 21
recovery staff including
eight Inspectors and 13 recovery assistants over poor
performance.

Managing
Director
WASA Qaisar Raza has issued thes orders by reviewing one year performance
of recovery section from
Jan 2021 to February 2022
in which performance of
above said staff termed unsatisfactory while the other
recovery staff was also issued final warning for improvement
of
its
performance.
Speaking on this occasion, MD WASA said that
putting the financially distressed institution towards
self reliance was top priority. He said that it will be
difficult to pay the salaries
and pensions to employees
if recovery section didn't
taken steps to enhance recovery. —Agencies

Commissioner heads meeting held to
discuss sanitation, municipal services

BAHAWALPUR: Commissioner Bahawalpur Division Captain (retd) Muhammad
Zafar Iqbal on Wednesday in a meeting discussed the situation of sanitation and other
municipal services in the Bahawalpur division at the Conference Room of his office.
Commissioner Bahawalpur Division briefed about the steps taken for the installation of open manholes in all the Union Councils of Bahawalpur, Bahawalnagar, and
Rahim Yar Khan districts and the maintenance of faulty street lights.
On this occasion Deputy Commissioner Bahawalpur Irfan Ali Kathia, Additional
Commissioner Revenue Mehr Khalid Ahmed, Additional Commissioner Consolidation Syed Muhammad Tariq Bukhari, Additional Commissioner Muhammad Faisal
Ata Khan, and officers of other concerned departments were present. Commissioner Bahawalpur Division was informed that out of 3264 open manholes in the division, installation of covers on 3239 manholes has been completed.
The installation of covers on the remaining 25 manholes will be completed in one
week. Strict action has been taken against those involved in the stealing of manhole
covers and 19 cases have also been registered.
The meeting was further informed that out of a total of 8775 faulty street lights, 6293
street lights have been fully restored after installation while the remaining 2482 street
lights would be restored within two weeks. —APP

LAHORE: Chairman Mian Group of Companies, Mian Amir Saeed in a
group photo at the end of Qawaali Night and annual dinner.

